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Done? came out in March 1 902. Russia was on
the verge of its first revolution and had reach-

-_ .'y.r_.Lenin, "What Is To Be Done?,,, Collected Works,
Vol. 5, Progress Publishers, Moscow, l9l7, p. 462. (A| the
quotations from Lenin's works in this book-are taken from
V.I. Lenin, Collected Works, ar English{anguage 45-volume



in the country had serious difficulties. And it
was the "burning questions", in Lenin's
words, of the Social-Democratic movement in
Russia that the book dealt with. Lenin made a
comprehensive examination of these ques-
tions, and advised the Russian revolutionary
Marxists what had to be done in that period
when the working-class movement was
growing. Lenin substantiated the need for
militant revolutionary Marxist party of the
working class - a substantiation which took
full account of the new historical situation
-and put forward a scientific theory of a new
kind of pltty, one of revolutionary action,
capable of leading the working class and,
along with it, the broad masses of the working
people, through all the difficulties they would
face during the revolutionary transformation
of society and social progress towards socia-
Iism and communism.

The theory of a new kind of party which
was based on sound reasoning-a theory
which dealt with the parry's ideological, po-
litical and organisational principles, exerted a

decisive influence on the revolutionary Marx-
ists in Russia, determined the subsequent
development of the party, the methods of its
work and the character of its membership. It
formulatecl the e means
for attaining th decisive
influence on th loPment
of Communist century.
edition d several times by ['rogrcss
Publish we do not cite thc yctlr ol'
publica ns beginning witlr 1977 rLrc

identical.-Ed. )
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The Bolshevik party, set up in 1903 by Le-
nin and his followers on the basis of this theo-
ry, was able to carry out the historical task it
had set itself, the task of leading the working
class and the non-proletarian working masses
of the country to a socialist revolution, and
later in building a developed socialist society
in the USSR deipite the tremendous difficul-
ties involved.

Today, too, this parry, the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, is preserving and
developing the fundamental principles and
featurds laid down when it ^was iounded,
enabling it to
people, and org

Lenin's Wbat
thorough explanation
of the ruling political
the ultimate reasons f
policy and its solida
against imperialism for freedom and indepen-
dence, peace and social progress.



In order to understand the depth of Lenin,s
ideas set - 

one? and ap-preciate evolutionary
p.roc.ess, nd in the ac-trvltres eninist and revolutio-
nary-democratic parties, one must know
something about the historical condi-
tions when the book was written.

Russia Enters the Age of Imperialism

. In the.new era, all the contradictions of cap-
italism intensified to the extreme. Ncw,
imperialist contradicticns appeared: betwc:cn

8

I. THE HISTORICAL CONDITIONS IVHEN
WHAT IS TO BE DONE? APPEARED

colonies and monopolies, and between
imperialist powers for a redivision of the al-
ready divided world. These contradictions
caused world crises and imperialist wars of
plunder.

The class battles of the proletariat assumed
an unprecedented scale. The peoples of the
colonies and dependent countries rose up to
end colonial oppression. AII this showed that
the new era was one of the collapse of capital-
ism, the triumph of socialist revolutions and
the transition to socialism.

What was Russia like at the time? What was
the status of the workins class and the broad
working masses? Which "contradictions deter-
mined society's development? What role did
the Russian working class play?

Lenin made a comprehensive and profound
analysis of the economic, social and political
development of Russia at the end of the
19th and the beginning of the 2oth century.

He explained that Russia's productive
forces were characterised, on the one hand,
by rapid development of large-scale industry
and, on the other, by backward and slowly
developing agriculture. The specific features
of industrial development were its high degree
of concentration and a large number of new
enterprises.

Almost half the factories in Russia had
been built in the last decade of the 19th cen-
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Le1!n, .The Development of Capitatism inRussia", Collected Works, yol.3, p. 516.

2:nid.. p. +9o.
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mous countrv. the high concentration of the
working clasi and thiinfluence on it by feu-
dal survivals.

In the last decade of the 19th century the
number of workers doubled, as it had over the
orevious twentv-five 90).
' Th. total nuhber employed
in industry, railw forestry,
etc., was about ten ing to the
1897 census.

When it came to the size of the Russian

The uneven distribution of the productive
forces in the country was reflected in the un-
even distribution of industrial workers. The
vast majority of the working class-about

1 See V.I. Lenin, "The Development of Capitalism in Rus-

ri"", p. SZi, V. I. Lenin, "Strik-e Statistics in Russia"' Col-

lected Works, Vol. 16, P.4O1.
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were among the lowest: the Russian worker
earned a quarter of what the British worker
made and one-fifth of what the American
worker brought home, which was not even
enough to meet his basic needs. Women re-
ceived two-thirds or half of what men were
paid for the same work.

The workers were not allowed to form trade
unions strikes. The
slightest gainst regula-
rions wa by the tsarist
autocrac were brought
in to crush strikes.

100 strikes and more than 50 disturbances,
while the corresponding figures for the first
half of the 1 890s were 1 81 and 8 3 respectively.

The characteristic features of strikes were
the staunchness of the strikers, their comrade-
ly cohesion, the forcible liberation of arrest-
ed fellow-workers, clashes with the police

1,3



and troops, the offensive nature of struggle
and co-ordinated efforts of workers from sev-
eral factories during strikes and their organi-
satlon.

In the early part of the 2oth century rhe
working-class movement advanced to a new
and higher stage. The workers proceeded
from economic strikes, which involved ever
more people, to political action and evolved
a new form of proletarian struggle-mass
street demonstrations. From strikes confined
to individual factories workers began organis-
ing strikes involving entire indusfrial centres
and then whole economic regions. Charac-
terising the revolutionary action of the work-
ing class in 1902, Lenin wrote: "For the
first time the proletariat stood as a class
against all other classes and against the tsarist
gove rnment".I

After the abolition of serfdom in Russia
in 1861 both wealthy peasants and large land-

C-
C-
tle

I
bourgeoisie called kulaks. That led to joint
actions by the working class and the iemi-

1V. I. Lenin, "The First Lessons", Collected Works,
Vol.8, p. 14O.

14

some of the manorial land.

Russia was a multi-ethnic country, in

struggle against tsarism.

15



- 
Lenin argued that the capitalist evolution

of Russia was part of the-world historical
pro.cess and was governed by the laws which
had been explained by Marx and which were
also in force in the West. This evolution was

advanced industrial and finance capitalism
on the other! "1

This description lays bare the essence of
the main contradiction of the Russian econo-
my, which accounted for the causes and
nature of the nation's working-class and rev-
olutionary movement.

The Working-Class Movement, Morxism and
Revolutionary Organisations

lV. I. L.nir, "Political Notes", Collected. Works,Yol. 13,
p.442.

t6

of contradictions in the world imperialist sys-
tem and set the groundwork for Russia to
become the centre of the international work-
ins-class movement."rn. growing working-class and peasant

-ou.*e"rrt and" the tumultuous actions of

What were the ideas that affected the mount-
movement in Russia and

and what political parties
to guide the working-class

In order to understand the specific features
of the development of the Russian and inter-
national working-class movements it is neces-
sary to know at least the more obvious facts
about its preceding history.

By the 1880s Marxism had become the dom-
inant trend in the West European working-
class movement. Proletarian parties were
formed in Western countries. "Marx's doctrine
gained
spread,
forces
for the
progress,'11 wrote Lenin.

Russia, just like any country where exploi-
1 V. I. Lenin, "'Left-Wing' Communism-an Infantile
Disorder", Collected Works, Vol. 31. p.26.

2-301 t7



tation and oppression existed, had selfless
fighters against tyr?n,ny and for the people's
happiness. These fighters were the nati,on's
finest people.

tion, believing th
tory and turned
Their views were
tionary-minded i
vanced workers. Theirs was utopian peasant
rather than scientific socialism and their
practice was,. accordingly, .unscientific and
erroneous, as it centred on direct propaganda

1V. I. Lenin, "The Historical Destiny of the Doctrine
of Karl Marx", Collected Works, yol. f S, p. Sal.

18

amons Deasants and called for rebellion
irrespEctiv. of the situation. But the peasants
did iot understand or trust them so that the
police found it easy to arrest the "trouble-
inakers". When th'eir attempts failed the

erroneous ide as of the Narodniks.

learned about the
class movement, a
Russian revolution
icance of workers'
own exoerience among advanced Russian
workers.' One such -e"-ber of the revolu-
tionary intelligentsia was Georgi Plekhanov, a

r9



recognised theofetician and leader of the Na-
rodnik movement, and talented Marxist prop-
agandist. In 1883, when he was abroad, he
founded the Social-Democratic Emancipation
of Labour group.

The group declared that its main tasks were
to spread the ideas of scientific socialism in
Russia, criticise the fallacious ideas of the Na-
rodniks and investigate the key problems of
Russian society from thc positions of Marx-
ism and with regard to thc interests of the
working class. The organisation translated in-
to Ru by Marx
them to of the
Wage d Capiral
Pbilos Ludwig I
End of Classical (lcrman Pbilosopby, and
secretly circulated thcm in I{ussia. Marx and
Engels wrote spccial forcwrlruls to some of the
Russian editions of thcir works. The group
also published a scrics of popular pamphlets
for advanced worl<ers.

Plekhanov wrote scvcral bool<s and articles,
which contained an indcpth criticism of the
erroneous theories of thc Narodniks, and bril-
liantly advocated and propagandised Marxist
ideas.

The Emancipation of Labour worked out a
programme of action for thc ltussian Marxists
which was basically correct for that period.
Nevertheless, the programme was in many
respects abstract and vague: it still lacked a
clear picture of the alignment of class forces
in the forthcoming Russian bourgeois revo-
lution, the role that would be played in it by

20

the trourgeoisie and peasantry. Consequently,
the positlon of Plekhanov and his group .on
these issues was inconsistent and controversial.

in that direction.
In addition to the Emancipation of Labour

group abroad, Marxist groups emerged and*operited 
in various Russian towns, primarily

iridustrial centres. When he was still a student
of KazantJn oined
groups. With of the
ist sroups R emocr
pari of 'the sociali
movement.

The period from 1883 to 1894 saw the nas-
cent Social-Democratic movement in Russia.

The advocates of Marxism were still few
and far between. Lenin wrote about that
period: "... Social-Democracy existed without
I working-class movement, ind as a political
party it'ias at the embryonic stage of devel-
opment."I

The Beginning of the Leninist Stage of the
" Development of Marxism

During those years Lenin, the founder and
leader oi the Communist Party of the Sovict

1V. I. Lenin, "what Is To Be Done?", P. 517.

21



Union, started his revoluti onary activity . Yla-
dimir Ulyanov (Lenin) was born on April22,
1.870, in Simbirsk (now Ulyanovsk). Still a

student of Kazan University, he took paft in
the revolutionary movement, as a result of
which he was arrested and deported. As a
young man he read Marxist writings which he
Studied thoroughly both in a Marxist group
and on his own. Then he conducted classes
in illegal Marxist grouPs. In August L893 Le-
nin ariived in St. Petersburg (now Leningrad),
capital of the Russian Empirg and a major
centre of the Russian working-class movement,
where he engaged in extensive theoretical and
organisational activities. His earl
Marxist groups produced an ind
sion on members who saw the
as a man of vast erudition, thor
acumen, and the ability to use Marxism not as

a dogma but as a scientific method of under-
stand'ing the reality in all its manifestations.
Lenin -made a cotnprehensive and detailed
study of the workers' life, devoted mucrr
atteition and energy to work among advanc-
ed workers and irivolved in those "activities

members of ups.
His profo of Marxism, abili-

ty to -analy 
and draw Marxist

conclusioni m, and his vigorous
organisational
cognised leade

He became
ooint in world historv v

ireaceful period of 'capitalist de.velopment
was coming to an end,- inaugurating revolu-

22

tionary battles a revolu-
tionarv transiti soctalism
became vitally develoP-
ment. The gr-owing wo d gcneral
democratic 

"liberaiion n Russia
made it imperative that
oreoared for its historic
it,.6* of the autocracy
caoitalism. This oreoarati
thloretical and p On
the one hand, it was ex-
oose and do awaY wi eois
ideas of the Narodniks the
oroletariat and attem
leoisie to influence t
iise its struggle for its
further revolutionarY
the immediate tasks f

prepare the Russian
neral democratic move-
ome an organised and

Russian Marxist to un-
derstand that conditions were ripe for social-
ism to merge with the working-class move-
ment, that ii, for the foundation of a revolu-
tionarv Marxist
niks stiil posed
to the formatio
Thoush in the 1880s
ious Slow to the ideology of the Narodniks,
it was not completely defeated. Therr vre'*'s

still evoked sympathy among some revolu-
tionary youth.^ Furthermore , seeking

23



to disseminate their views, the Narodniks
began criticising the ideas of Russian Marxists
and tried to prove the inapplicability of Marx-
ism to Russia.

Lenin's Wbat tbe 'Friends of tbe People'
Are arud Hou Tbey Fight tbe Social-Demo-
crats published in 1894 played an outstanding
role in exposing the unscientific ideas of the
Narodniks and in formulating the tasks of
Russian Social-Democracy. 1'he philosophical
and economic views of thc Narodniks, their
political programme and tactics were subject-
ed in it to indepth Marxist criticism.

Lenin showed the funtlamcntal difference
between the Narodnil< idcas in the I890s and
those in the 1870s, providcd a comprehensive
analysis of the Narodnilt movcment and laid
bare its class origins for the first time in Marx-
ist literature. IIe revetlccl thc reasons behind
the evolution of thc Narodism and the
transition of the theory of the revolutionary
Narodniks into a philistinc reformist Utopia.

'fhe Narodniks of thc 1U70s were revolution-
aries who believed in a pcasant socialist rev-
olution and waged a lteroic struggle
against the autocracy. The revolutionary dem-
ocratic Narodniks expressed the interests
and aspirations of all the peasantry which
had not yet stratified distinctly.

The Narodniks of the 1890s were moderate
liberals who renounced the revolutionary
transformation of society and objectively re-
flected the interests of the rural bourgeoisie,
the kulaks. Lenin dispelled their claims to
having inherited the traditions of the revolu-

24

tionary Narodniks. He showed that the
Russian Marxists alone were the true heirs of

those elements and above all, the peasants,
gave their support. For this reason the pryty
had to rely on the mass working-class
movement and also disseminate its ideas

strictly and cientific and
revolutionar inseparable
unity of th its activity.

Lenin's c guided by a
Marxist party the Russian working class head-
ing all the democratic elements would be
able to overthrow absolutism and that such a
party would "...lead the Russian PROLETAR-
IAT (side by side with the proletariat of

25



ALL COUNTRIES) along tbe straigbt road
of open political struggle to THE VIC-TORI-
OUS COMMUNIST REVOLUTION'Ir was
essential to the foundation of such a party in
Russia.

Through the efforts
Marxists the ideas of
defeated.

Another obstacle to thc formation of a
Marxist
ideas of

They
tuals, m
views under the banner of Marxisnt in newspa-

sie . They were opposed to revolutionary Marx-
ism and rejected the fundamental tenets of
Marxist doctrine. At the same time they came

1v. I. Lenin, "What the 'Friends of the People' Are and
How They Fight the Social-Democrats", Collected Wotks,
Vol.1, p. 3OO.

26

of
the

[,enin and other
Narodniks were

out against the autocracy, if only cautiously,
and idvocated bourgeois democratic free-
doms.

and the Criticism of It in Mr. Struve's Book"
Lenin subiected to serious criticism not only
the erroneous views of the liberal Narodniks

was
the

enin

27



conducted with the "legal Marxists" as early
as autumn 1894.

The joint endeavours of different elements
holding different ideological positions is in-
teresting from the point of view of the admis-
sibility and nature of compromise for revolu-
tlonarles.

Lenin contributed articles to a joint publi-
cation being well aware of the bourgeois
goals of the "legal Marxists" ancl their aspira-
tions to subordinate the worl<ing-class move-
ment to the ideology ancl intcrcsts of the
bourgeoisie.

He believed that this litcrary unclcrstanding
with the "legal Marxists" was a temporary
political alliance. Not only n)ust such an alli-
ance be temporary but it is ncccssary to main-
tain complete ideological, political and orga-
nisational independcncc anri complete free-
dom to criticise onc's tclnl'rorary and unre-
liable ally.

Owing to this temporilry understanding
"...an astonishingly rapid victory was ob-
tained over Narodism, antl Marxist ideas ...
became very widespread".l At the same time
the revisionist views of the liberal bourgeois
expounders of Marxism were exposed so that
this temporary understanding did a good ser-
vice to the cause of the revolutionary Social-
Democrats.

This, however, did not bring Lenin's strug-
gle against "legal Marxism" to a close: he was
to continue it in his Siberian exile. He respond-

lV. I. Lenin, "What Is To Be Done?", p. 362'

28

ed to every publication by the "legal Marx-
ists" and criticised their revisionist state-
ments. In the articles he wrote in exile, Lenin
exposed the un-Marxist views of Struve and
his followers, and showe d the evolution
undergone by the leaders of "legal Marxism"
who openly took the side of the bourgeoisie
and consistently expressed its class interests.

f 1901, "legal Marxism"
exist as an ideological
its former le aders formed

the nucleus of the bourgeois Constitu-
tional-Democratic Party and became enemies
of Bolshevism and the October Revolution.

"Legal Marxism" was not a purely Russian
phenomenon. It expressed, as Lenin wrote la-
ter on, "an international striving on the part
of the bourgeois theoreticians to kill Marxism
with 'kindness' ... take from Marxism all that

nism and theoretical basis of Economism.
It was an example of ideological irreconcil-
ability with distortions of the Marxist doc-
trlne.

As a true Marxist, Lenin not only engaged
in theoretical problems but was also a revo-
lutionary in practice.

1V.I. Lenin, "The Collapse of the Second International",
Collected Works, Yo1.27, P.222.

29



Upon arriving in St. Petersburg in August
1893, he made a study of the state of affairs
in the Social-Democratic groups of the ciry
and came to the conclusion that the nature
and trend of their activitics should be drastic-
ally changed. He persistently worked to pool
all-the available revolutionary Marxist forces
and establish contacts with Marxists in other
towns, and directed the attcntion of his own
group
Propag
Lenin
should
broad sections of thc
to ensure that thc st
workers' groups thenrsclvcs be conducted in
close conlact-with rcality and the require-
ments of the working-c

As a result of the
work of Lenin's grou
groups the latter's nu
They trained a whole
working-class revoluti
workinE-class movement, and active builders
of the ievolutionary proletarian party.

The unification-of St. Petersburg's Marxist
groups into a single cl
nisation-the League
Emancipation of the
autumn of 1895 const
the development of
movement and in efforts to form the party.
The main aim of the unification was to
strengthen the Social-Democratic forces and
e*teni their work among the masses.

30

The Leagu€ had a clear-cut structure: irs

ers' representatives. The base consisted of
workers' goups at factories. Centralism was
the principle of the League's activities, while,
at the same time, democratism was also ob-
served as much as possible under the circum-
stances.

League members had to observe permanent
and strict conspiracy enabling the revolution-
aries to evade arrests or delay them and use
the time for extensive work.

Having constant contact with workers and
being aware of their needs, Lenin knew how
to write leaflets and pamphlets specially for
them, choosing the right vein and understand-
able words to explain in simple terms the
class essence of the autocratic political sys-
tem, the irreconcilable contradictions be-
tween labour and capital, and the need for an
organised and conscious struggle against the
exploiters. Leaflets written by other League
members were to meet the same require-
ments.

In spite of persecution, the League was the
first organisation in Russia to introduce scien-
tific socialism into the working-class move-
ment. It conducted propaganda among work-
ers and headed the well-known St. Peters-
burg strikes of 1895 and 7896, which brought
the working class to the forefront of political
affairs. The League was the embryo of a revo-

3I



lutionary proletarian party relying on the
working-class movement.

groups in more than 5O towns.
The uncompromising struggle waged by

Lenin as a theoretician against Narodism,
bourgeois distortions of Marxism and oppor-
tunism, his creative development and appli-
cation of Marxism to the Russian conditions,
and his practical organisational work as one
of the leaders of St. Petersburg's Marxists all
paved the way to a new, Leninist stage in the
development of Marxism.

Attitude to Past Revolutionary Expericnce

Firmly convinced of the vital need for Rus-
sia to have a proletarian party and aware of
the aims it was to attain, Lenin thoroughly
elaborated its theoretical and ideological
foundations, the principles of its organisation,
and a plan for its formation, for this deter-
mined not only the destiny of the party, but
also that of the entire revolutionary move-
ment in Russia. The work of forming a revo-
lutionary Marxist party in Russia was the key
task in the period.

Lenin fully realised that a revolutionary
proletarian party could not appear all of a
sudden, like Minerua out of Jupiter's head,

32

and that such a party could not be formed in
Russia without taking account of the enrire
experience of Europe and his country.

"The history of socialism and democracy in
Western Europe, the history of the Russian
revolutionary movement, the experience of
our working-class movement-such is the
material we must master to elaborate a pur-
poseful organisation and purposeful tactics
for our Party,"l Lenin wrote.

Lenin made a profound and comprehensive
study and analysis of this experience, above
all of the doctrine of Marx and Engels on the
proletarian political pzrty, and the activity of
the Communist League and the First Interna-
tional.

Marx and Engels did not confine them-
selves to just giving a theoretical substantiation
of the need for a proletarian party. Under
their direct guidance, the Communist League
was formed in 1,847 , the First International
in 1864, mass Social-Democratic parties came
into being in some countries (the late 1870s
and the early 1880s) and the Second Interna-

organisations and national contingents of the

1V.I. Leni., "Our Immediate Task", Collected Works,
Y ol. 4, p. 2I7 .
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working class for joint struggle, and strength-
ened the contacts between the working-
class movement and the national liberation
struggle of the oppressed peoples.

The Paris Commune, in which many mem-
bers of the First International took part, was
its offspring. Afte r the downfall of the
Paris Commune, thc ccntre of the European
proletarian movemcnt shifted to Germany.- 

The socialist partics and organisations which
had come into being in the late 1870s and ear-
ly 1880s, especially thc (icrman Social-Demo-
irats, scored certain succcss in guiding the
economic and political struggle of the work-
ing class.

Though he thought higlrly ol tltc prcvious
European experiencc, Lcnit.t ncvcrtheless
stressed that the Ilussiatr Social-l)cmocrats

lV.I. Leni., "Our Immediate T'xk", p.217.
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could not be transplanted into Russian soil
Europe-

?i,|;'l.q
rld histo-

ry and was marked bythe advent of imperialism
and the imminence of giant class battles.

Reformist trends emerged and strengthened
within the German, French, Italian, and
other parties of the Second International.
Its ideologists sought to gloss over the irre-
concilable contradictions between the work-
ing class and the bourgeoisie, and denied the
need for social revolution and the dictatorship
of the proletariat.

From the late 1890s, the struggle against
revolutionary Marxism was led by Eduard
Bernstein, one of the leaders of the German
Social-Democratic Party. He proclaimed the
slogan of "the freedom to criticise" Marxism
and demanded that Marx's doctrine should
be revised, claiming that it was obsolete. His
argument was that in the half-century that
had passed since the Manifesto of tbe Com-
munist Party was written, the nature of
capitalism had changed considerably. Accor-
ding to his assertions, these changes affected
the nature of the contradictions. Since the
nature of capitalism and the contradictions
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie
had changed, it was no longer necessary to
overthrow the capitalist system by revolution
and establish the political domination of the
proletariat for the revolutionary transforma-
tion of society. Socialism, Bernstein claimed,
3* 
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could be introduced by means of gradual
reforms through bourgeois democratic institu-
tions. Und.r ih. ciriumstances, the task of

essence of reformism and the aim of revising

1v.I. Lenin, "what Is To Be Done?"' Pp' 352-53'
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In Russia, Bernstein's theory was supported
bv the "lesal Marxists" and Economists.
'Revisionisil", ,tos. in the socialist movement

to revive itself in the form of socialist oppor-
tunism."Z The struggle between the revolu-
tionarv and opport,ifiist elements shifted in-
side Marxis-.'fh. ffends hostile to Marxism
that existed inside it opposed the basic te-
nets of Marxism and sought to disprove them.

Revisionism had social roots, too. Gaining

1V.I. L.nin, "The Historical Destiny of the Doctrine of
Karl Marx", p. 584.



Iidating it. They were, in fact, in the service of
the bourgeoisie, and cbnstituted a breeding-
ground for and a source of reformism an-d
revisionism. The petty-bourgeois who joined
the ranks of the working class also supported
revisionism.

Though revisionist tendencies in the Social-

chance to step up their activity.
Revisionism was dangerous because it could

divert the working-class movement from revo-
lutionary class struggle to reforms and liberal
bourgeois labour. policies. Therefore, struggle
against opportunism was regarded as the main
task of all true Marxists and the entire inter-

s strug-

TJ::f,
Zetkin,

Franz Mehring, Paul Lafargue, Jules Guesde,
Antonio Labriola, and Dimiter Blagoev. How-
ever this struggle was not always consistent
enough, and was never carried as far as separat-
i.g from the revisionists organisationally.

For example, the Hanover Congress of the
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German Social-Democrats held in 1899 con-
demned revisionism, but the resolution it
adopted failed to mention the name of the
principal revisionist, Bernstein.- The leaders of Social-Democratic parties
and the Second Internationalpursued aconcil-
iatory policy towards the revisionists.

Lenin's Fight Against Revisionism

Lenin read Bernstein's book Tbe Prerequi-
sites of Socialism and the Tasks of Social-De-
mocra-cy in August 1899, in Siberia, where he
had been exiled as one of the leaders of the
League of Struggle for the Emancipation of
the Working Clais. This is how he expressed
his attitude towards the views of Bernstein

the tremendous harm that was being done by

1V.I. Lenir, "Our Programme", Collected Works, Yol,4,
p.2tI.



in Social-Democracy.
The virus of revisionism penetrated the

Russian Social-Democratic movement, too.
Apart from the "legal Marxists", Russia saw
the emergence of the so-called Economists,
who constituted an opportunist trend in the
Russian Social-Democratic movement.in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries, and who
virtually preached the views tlf the Bernstei-
nians-enemies of Marxism in the parties of
the Second International.

The right wing of l,lconomism included,
among others, S. N. Prokopovich, Y. D. Kus-
kova, and V. P. Akimov, who were the most
ardent admirers of lJernstcin. Credo, written
by Y. D. Kusl<ova, expounded the views of the
group which wcre in conrplete solidarity with
Bernstein's revisionist ideas.

The newspaper Rabocbaya mysl (Labour
Thought) was, in fact, the centre, a source
and vehicle of Economist ideas. It was run by
Social-Democratic intellectuals who sought to
represenl. it as a workers' paper, but who held
reformist and opportunist views.

The Economist views were also being ad-
vocated by the journal Rabocbeye dyelo
(The Workcrs' Cause), which was published

al-Democrats abroad and
the role of a theoretical

s were Economist leaders,
chevsky, V.P. Ivanshin and

A.S. Martynor'.
Irollowing Bernstein, the Economists

oreached idees that essentially amounted to
the negation of the need for social revolution
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or the achievement of state power by the
working class.

Like Bernstein, the Economists professed
r,rrlgar "economic materalism". Believing that
thCeconomy, the "economic factot" determi-
ned the character of politics, the Economists
maintained that the political struggle should
be subordinated to the economic struggle.

the working class in this struggle, that is, pro-
mote the ecbnomic struggle of the proletariat.

The Economists denied the decisive influ-
ence of the theory of scientific socialism on
the working-class movement. According to

+t



Failing to understand the
subjective factor, they vir-
isolate the working:class
entific socialism.

Their errone
tical principles
believed that
spontaneously

In practice, they
ganisation of peopl
strike funds. A wo
opinion, was suppo

ge-nce and spread of Economism as a variety
of international revisionism, there were also

ed by petty-bourgeois ideology and lacked
proletarian experience, "diluted" the ideology
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of the working class and created favourable con-
ditions for the spread of opportunist ideas.

To a certain extent, successful strike action
also facilitated the rapid and extensive spread
of opportunism in the Russian working-class
movement. For example, between 1896 and
1900, l2O strikes out of a total of 166
brought victory to the workers. Though their
gains were insignificant, they bred illusions
that the economic struggle alone, without any
political struggle, could achieve serious
improvements in the status of the working
class. This gave rise to preference for the
propaganda of economic action to the detri-
ment of the political education of the work-
ing class.

However, the revolutionzry Marxists in Rus-
sia were by no means displeased with the $ow-i.g strike movement or its achievements.
Marxists always welcome successful strike
action, for it shows that the working-class
movement is well organised and powerful.
But, unlike the Economists, they do not
believe in limiting the class struggle of the
proletariat to strike action, or confining the
working-class movement to the framework
of economic struggle. They seek to raise the
working-class movement to the level of polit-
ical struggle, and make it truly revolutionary
through ideological guidance based on revolu-
tionary theory.

Besides, Lenin believed that one reason
why Economism gained in strength lay in
increasing police reprisals against revolutionary
Marxists. Thus, after the leaders of the St. Pe-
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tersburg League of Struggle, including Lenin,
had been arrested, the organisation came to
be headed by the so-called "young". These
people had gained their viewi frofi-r the re-
visionist literature of "legal Marxists" and had
poor knowledge of theory, and therefore
they, to quote Lenin, "capitulated before the
breadth and power of the spontaneous up-
surge" and lagged behind this movement, wiih
regard to both theory and practice.l Thus,
Economism gained ground not in an open
struggle between the :wo opposite trends, in
which one triumphed over the other, but
because increasing numbers of "old" revoluti-
onaries were being "torn away" by the
gendarmes and ever more of the "young"
iame to the fore.2

Another reason why Economism became
established in the Russian Social-Democraric
movement was due to the movement's crisis,
which began in 1898, following the First Con-
gress of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour
Party. Lenin described this period as one of
disunity, disintegration, and vacillation. The
party, in fact, did not exist as aunited central-
ised organisation. It had no programme,
rules, or single tactical line. The First Con-
gress merely proclaimed the party's founda-
tion. The Economists took advantage of the
difficult situation, in which Russian Social-
Democracy found itself, and were aggravating
its crisis. 

'They temporarily got tTie upper

1V.I. Lenir, "what Is To Be Done?", p' 518.
2rbia.. p. :sz.
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{

hand over the revolutionary Marxist wing. To

cut definition of Russian Economism as ava-

plained the causes of the. party crisis and

lV.I. Lenin, "One SteP Forward, Two Steps Back",
Collected Works, Yol.7 , P.477 .
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mism", published in Iskra in December 1901,
Lenin gave a vigorous rebuff to the opport-
unists and expounded serious reasons for
forming a closely united, centralised Marxist
partf t which would be able to lead the
mounting working-class struggle and the mass
movement against the a.utocracy.

Each of these articles reflected a definite
period in the struggle against opportunism,
and at the same time, was part of preparations
for writing Wbat Is To Be Done?

To sum up, the capitalist evolution of Rus-
sia was closely linked with the rapid growth
of a new class-the proletariat, with the de-
velopment of the
and with the inten
gle. However, revol
niks, were the on
struggle of the working people. Their ideology
was based on utopian socialism, which reflect-
ed the protest of the masses of small-scale
producers against their oppression by feudal
survivals and the onslaught of capital. Though
the e arlier organisations of workers were
under the strong influence of Narodnik ideas,
the more advan
class movement
road, which wa
Narodniks. Marxism alone was capable of fre-
eing, once and for all, the Russian revolutio-

+6

nary movement from ,"the illusions of anar-
chism and Narodnik socialism, from contempt
for politics, from the belief in the exceptio-
nalist development of Russia, from the
conviction that the people are ready for
revolution, and from the theory of the
seizure of power and the duel-like combat
between the autocracy and the heroic intel-
ligentsia".l

Between 1883 and 1893, the Russian So-
cial-Democratic movement was still in the mak-
ing. "This was the period of the rise and con-
solidation of the theory and programme of
Social-Dem ocracy."L

In the mid-1890s the revolutionary struggle
of the Russian proletariat entered a new
stage in its development: a mass working-class
movement began to take shape, in which So-
cial-Democrats were taking part. The proletar-
iat was becoming the main force in the liber-
ation movement. Favourable conditions were
emerging for introducing socialist ideology in-
to the working-class movement and for unify-
ing the scattered and isolated Marxist groups
into a single Social-Democratic Party. Be-
tween 1,894 and 1898, Russian Social-Democ-
racy "appeared on the scene as a social move-
ment, as the upsurge of t\e masses of the
pcople, as a political party".J

The radical turning-point in the develop-
ment of the Social-Democratrc movement rn

1 V.I. Lenin, "The Persecutors of the Zemstvo and the
Ilannibals of Liberalism", Collected Works, Yol.5, p. 80.

2 V.I. L.nin, "What Is To Be Done? " , p. 517 .

3Ibta.
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Russia would have been impossible without

his theoretical and organisational work he
paved the way to the creation of a proletarian

slve upsurge.
In ordei to overcome the crisis it was neces-

sary to defeat the opportunists ideologically,

1rbia., p. srs.
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put an end to the disunity within the Russian
Social-Democratic Labour Party, and unite
the local Social-Democratic organisations into
a single, centralised Marxist party.

The success of this work was mainly en-
sured by Lenin's Wbat ls To Be Done?



II. SCIENTIFIC SOCIALISM AI{D THE
WORKING-CLASS MOVEMENT

In his book, Lenin begins the exposition of
his theory of the revolutionary Marxist party
of the working class by setting forth the the-
oretical principles for such a party, namely,
by explaining the role of revolutionary theory
-scientific socialism-in the working-class
movement and the role of a party based on
this theory in leading the movement. Lenin
proved that in the new historical conditions
Marxism was the only correct, scientific revo-
lutionary theory, and that only a party based
on this progressive theory could be the mili-
tant political leader of the working-class
movement.

These matters are examined in the first two
chapters of the book-"Dogmatism and 'Free-
dom of Criticism' " and "The Spontaneity of
the Masses and the Consciousness of the
Social-Democrats".

In Chapter I, Lenin exposes the attempts of
European revisionists, mainly Bernstein, to re-
place the theory of scientific socialism, Marx-
ism, with a revisionist distortion of it under
the fashionable slogan of the "freedom of
criticism". Lenin refutes the revisionists'
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claims to defend the working-ciass movement
and shows that their ideas constitute the basis
for opportunism and could turn a working-
class party of social revolution into a demo-
cratic party of social reforms.

He goes on to reveal the true face of the
Russian advocates of the slogan of the "free-
dom of criticising Marxism", who virtually
demanded the freedom of opportunism in
Russian Social-Democracy on the basis of
this slogan.

He continues by exposing the revisionist
nature of the criticism of Marxism by the
"legal Marxists" and Economists which
amounted to complete solidarity with Bern-
stein's views, and denial of the importance of
revolutionary theory for the working-class
movement and submission to its spontaneity.

Chapter I ends with an explanation of the
importance of theoretical struggle and revo-
lutionary theory for the working-class move-
ment and for Social-Democracy.

In Chapter II Lenin makes a comprehensive
examination of the relationship between the
spontaneous and the conscious elements in
the working-class movement, analyses the
causes of
working-cl
plains the
which inev
ment under the urgeois
ideology. Lenin sh icfr the
spontaneous worki can be
turned into a class emph-
asises the need to fight bourgeois ideology
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and the importance of a revolutionary party
in this effort.

On the Relationship Between the Objective
and Subjective Factors in the Working{lass

Movement

In discussing the importance of revolution-
ary theory for the working-class movement,
Lenin devotes considerable space to the
relationship between the spontaneous and the
conscious elements in the working-class move-
ment.

The spontaneous element is a natural result
of histoiical development, a normal product
of capitalism, and an objective factor in the
working-class movement.

The ionscious element constitutes the ideo-
logical of Social-De-
mocrac ovement, and
is its su

The revolutionarY

ment.

1 V.I. Lenin, "What Is To be Done? " ' P. 374.
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finite period in the development of the
working-class movement, the Economists used
it to rationalise their opportunist stand.

Lenin explained the harm of exaggerating
the spontan^eous element in the worliing-clasi
movehent, emphasising that this irakes
Social-Democrats mere servants of the work-
ing-class movement. As a result, they find
themselves lagging behind the working-class
movement, forming its "tail", so Lenin apt-
ly called this opportunist trend "tail-endism".
He proves in his book that "the greater the
spontaneous upsurge of the masses and the
more widespread the movement, the more
rapid, incom.parably .so, . the. demand for
greater consciousness in the theoretical, po-
tritical, and orsanisational work of Social-
Democracy".2 "

On the Role of Marxist Theory in the Revolu-
tionary Movement

Lenin points out that during the transition
from capitalism to socialism the subjective

I M"r* to Wilhelm Bracke in Brunswick, May 5, 1875,
in: Marx, Engels, Selected Correspondenca, Progress Publish-

ers, Moscow, 7982, p. 278.
2 V.I. L.nin, "What Is To Be Done? " , p, 396.



factor gains in importance. In this sense the
influence of Marxist theory on the revolu-
tionary process is extremely significant.

Thil is- how Lenin formulates in Wbat Is
To Be Done? his fundamental conclusion
explaining the significance of revolutionary
th6orv f,or the wbrking-class movement and
his altitude to Marxiim: "Without revolu-
tionary theory there can be no revolutionary
movement."l'Marxism has always been such a

theoretical basis for all its activities.

thought that could lead the working-class
moviment astray, having grave consequences
both for Social-Democracy and the working-
class movement in the future.

Second, a national Social-Democratic
movement can never be successful without
assimilating international experience. In order

2 bid., p. lo9.
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to make a critical appraisal of it and to
borrow all the best that it contains, a vast
theoretical potential was necessary.

Third, Russian Social-Demouacy faced a
task which was more revolutionary than any
of the tasks facing any other socialist party.
This task was to overthrow the autocracy.
Russia became the centre of the world revo-
Iutionary movement, and the focal point of
all contradictions of imperialism, while the
Russian autocracy was the bulwark of Europ-
ean and Asian reaction. For this reason,
these contradictions could not be resolved
without the overthrow of the autocracy and
a democratic revolution. The overthrow of
the autocracy would, therefore, have dealt a
heavy blow to imperialism, and a democratic
antiimperialist revolution would have been a
prologue to a proletarian revolution in Russia.
In order to cope with these tasks, the party
not only had to have experience guiding the
class struggle, but also be able to apply revo-
lutionary theory, develop it, and be led
by it in the complicated conditions of politi-
cal struggle and the developing world revolu-
tionary process. Lenin expressed it in a
clear-cut formula' "... The role of aanguard

fighter can be fulfilled o rty tbat is'gu;aea by tbe 'most tbeory."7
He had to defend his on the de-

cisive role of revolutionary theory in the
Communist party in a persistent struggle
against various kinds of enemies of Marxism

I rbid., p. 3zo.
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and the revolutionary ?darxist party of the
working class. Beginning with the "legal
Marxists", all opponents of the revolutionary
party of the working class in Russia impeded
its formation and consolidation by undermi-
ning its theoretical basis. The "legal Marxists"
and the Economists sought to pass off their
liberal-bourgeois distortion of Marxism as a
scientific theory, assigning Social-Democracy
the role of being the vehicle of bourgeois
policy in the working-class movement and
virtual advocate of the capitalist system. Af-
terwards the Trotskyites sought to pass off
their petty-bourgeois distortion of Marxism
as an attempt to develop it and as a revolu-
tionary theory; they would have isolated the
party from the broad masses of the working

or denying the role of revolutionary theory,
Marxism, in the party's activity.

Lenin's defence of Marxism against its
bourgeois falsifiers, the "legal Marxists", the
Economists-right-wing revisionists, and later
on against petty-bourgeois adventurists, such
as Trotsky, was of historic significance for the
revolutionary theory and revolutionary mo-
vement, not only in Russia, but through-
out the world. Wbat Is To Be Done? is a
splendid example of defending the principles
of Marxism.

Of paramount importance in Lenin's defence
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of Marxism was, first, his ability to show
the nature of the distortion of Marxist theory

revisionists and
volutionary So-
to the opinions

formulas as ossified dogma kills the very soul
of Marxism, revolutionary dialectics. Lenin

1 V.I. L.ni., "Our Programme", pp' 217-12'
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possible to^comprehend the meaning and sig-
nificance of new phenomena.

However, the need for independent devel-
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geois ideolog
upon the Ru
interpretation
was a reuslon

For instance, Professor Bertram Wolfe,
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It is especially necessary to develop revolu-
tionary theory at a time when revolution is
imminent. ln Wbat Is To Be Done?, Lenin

a
t

by the Economists, who believed that it was
too late to engage in discussion or in scholarly
research on the eve of revolution because
otherwise one could fail to notice the revolu-
tion itself. Lenin proves that such views

1 V.L L.nin, "Our Programme" , p.272.
2 1oh., S.Reshetar, !r., A Concise History of tbe Com'

munisi Party of the Soaiet IJnion, Ptaeger, New York,
7960, p. 23.
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lead to political adventurism. Revolution was
not an isolated act, but a process in which

as early as 1905, at the height of the first
Russian revolution. He proveii that not only
the outcome of the revolution as a whole, but
also the outcome of individual battles depen-
ded on the state of theory, on the study of
all the factors which make it possible to make
a correct appraisal of the course and outco-
me of the revolution.

1 V.I. Lenin, "What Is To Be Done? " , P. 514,
2 V.I. Lenin, "The Agrarian Programme of the Liberals"'

Collected Works, Yol.8, P. 316.
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"ilflffisenti-
among

the working class and the masses of the
working people in general.

Onlv the continuous analvsis of all processes
on th6 basis of the achiev6ments of modern
science and regular discussion by each party
of the results of this analysis and conclusions
drawn from it will enable the parry always
to keep its theory up to date and ready for
use. Then no political change in the country
and no aggravation of the contradictions
and the struggle between classes will take the
party unawares. The latter will be ready to
offer clear and correct solutions and to orient
the revolutionary masses in the most diffi-
cult and gravest situation.

The Party's Role in Introducing Scientific
Socialism in the WorkingClass Movement

Lenin fully agreed with Marx and Engels
that theory- does not become a material
force befoie it gets hold of the masses. His
works are basedbn this conclusion; he elabo-
rated on it with regard to conditions in Rus-
sia, and at the time he headed the St. Peters-
burg League of Struggle, he sought to trans-
latJit into practice, and to introduce the ideas
of scientific socialism in the working-class
movement.

The Economists, who bowed to the sponta-
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neous element of the working-class movement,
believed that capitalism would be reformed
and destroyed by the spontaneous activity of
the working class and the masses of the work-
ing people, because this factor, the spontane-
ous movement, was brought into being by the
development of the productive forces of cap-
italist society, and would keep growing.
Underestimating the role of the conscious
element, the Economists denounced any step
taken by the party to introduce socialist con-
sciousness and the ideas of scientific socialism
in the spontaneous movement as coercion
with regard to this movement. In so doing,
they argued that the conscious element and
socialism emerged from the spontaneous move-
ment regardless of the party's efforts.

In his book, Lenin proves the utter fallacy
of the assertions of the Economists and other
opportunists to the effect that socialism and
socialist ideology can arise spontaneously
within the working-class movement, in the
course of this movement, and spread as spon-
taneously in the midst of the working class.
These assertions amount to the deception of
the workers, because the socialist ideology of
the proletariat does not emerge spontaneously
out of the actual process of class struggle.
Historical experience shows that the working
class by itself produces merely trade-unionist
consciousness, i.e., the realisation of the need
to unite in trade unions, and fight the capita-
lists for higher wages, better working conditi-
ons, etc. But this is only the ernbryo of the
conscious element.
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This is explained by the fact that socialist
consciousness and socialist ideology are based
on the conclusions of scientific socialism,

the elaboration of socialist ideology, but, as

Lenin points ouI, "not as workers, but as

socialist theoreticians, as Proudhons and Weit-

the class struggle of the proletariat against the
bourgeoisie as an expression of the require-
ment of this struggle. Having mastered the
bulk of knowledge accumulated by human-
kind, Marx and Engels created scientific so'
cialism by drawing general conclusions from
the experience of the working-class move-
ment in all countries.

Since the working-class movement is only
capable of developing trade-unionist conscious-
ne'ss, it falls und6r the influence of bourgeois

1 V.I. Lenin, "What Is To Be Done? ", p. 384.
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ideology that is alien and hostile to it, because

of bourgeois ideology.

Lenin developed the Marxist proposition
on the three basic forms of class-struggle of

I ruia., p. 3ss.
2 tttia.. p. zs4.
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the proletariat: political, economic, and
theoretical, or ideological. He proved that
ideological struggle is just as indispensable as
the other two forms. It is essential to freeing
the working class from the sway of bourgeois
ideology, and helping the proletariat
undersfand its status in capitalist society and
its historical mission. The irreconcilable

free the working class from the influence of
bourgeois ideology and how strong the
resistance of the bourgeoisie is to the spread
of proletarian ideology.

Today's bourgeois critics of Marxism-Leni-
nism make extensive use of the arguments
that the Economists once used in seeking to
disprove Lenin's ideas.

Economist ideas can also be traced in the
writings of the British historian John Keep, a
modern critic of Leninism. He maintains that
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an inherent proletarian class consciousness,,.l
Lenin's conclusion that "all worship of the

spontaneity of the working-class movement,
all belittling of the role of 'the conscious
element', of -Democracy,
mearus, quite wbether be
who belittles it or not, a
s.trengtbening of the influence of bourgeois
ideologt upon tbe workers"Z has-retaine-d its
validity up to the present day. Lenin was
against !h. underestimation of ideological
work and emphasises the need for irrecontila-

Another basic conclusion of Lenin's that

tial to the Marxist-Leninist parties.
Socialist consciousness is introduced in the

w-orking-class movement by the Marxist party
of the working class which is a well-organised,
close-knit body of people who adhere to the
same ideological, tactical, and organisational
principles and act on their basis.

In order to introduce socialist conscious-

^, 
1 J.,L.Ha Keep-, Tbe.Rise of Social Demouacy in Russia,

Clarendon Press, Oxford, 19 63', pp. B9'9O.
2 V.I. L.nin, "What Is To Be Done? ,,, pp. 3g2-g3.
3 taia., p. +zz.
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ness and the ideas of scientific socialism in
the Marxist
par.ty nt of the
unlty ass move-
ment vanguard
and the conscious part of the working class,
which brings socialist consciousness into the
working-class movement.

The assimilation of socialism by the work-
ing-class movement by no means implies that
the whole of the working class should join
the party. The latter is only part of the work-
ing class, its vanguard. To be the vanguard
of- the class means to represent, educate it,
and lead it in its work to carry out its imme-
diate tasks, and to attain its ultimate aim,
communism. The party's purpose is to inspire
and organise the working-class. movement.

This - is the essence of Lenin's famous

country and keeping pace with the times.
The- introducti,on- of socialism into the
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brings to light the great importance of a revo-
lutionary partf t a close-knit body of staunch
Marxists-Leninists, which determines the
extent to which revolutionary theory is em-
braced by the working-class movement, and

only have led the working class into subjec-
tion to bourgeois ideology.

All enemies of the revolutionary movement
of the working class have always based their
attempts to undermine and weaken it on
their striving to disarm the working-class
movement ideologically, that is, to discredit
Marxism-Leninism. They are continuing to do
so today. They contrast Marxism-Leninism to
scientific socialism and replace Marxism-Lenin-
ism with all sorts of "new" regional theories
of socialism, such as Euro-communism, or
nationalistic Marxism.

Lenin's Wbat Is To Be Done? is one of the
mightiest weapons in fighting such ideas.



III. REVOLUTIONARY AND REFORMIST
POLICIES

Democratic Politics".
with the role of the rev-
haping the class political
pioletariat, exposes the

ful ideas of the Econo-
mists about the political struggle of the prole-
i^i1it, and expliins the fun?*amental differ-
ence between revolutionary and reformist
policies.

The Essence of Revolutionary Policies

Lenin examines the policies of the prole-
tariat from the point of view of its historical
mission and iti great historical objective'
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Bowing to spontaneity inevitably led the
Russian revisionists-the Economists-to belit-
tle not only Marxist theory, but also the polit-
ical tasks of the working class and its party.

The Econ-omists believed that since polit-
ical struggle against tsarism had to be waged
by all classes of Russian soc
most the bourgeoisie, the
ing-class was to engage in
against their employers an
for improvements in industrial legislation
and working conditions, and for higher
wages.

of the autocracy. It was natural, too, that
the Economists failed to demand the over-
throw of the autocracy. Citing the Marxist
tenet that_ "every class struggle is a political
struggle",r the Economists regarded every

1 Karl Max and Frederick Engels, "Manifesto of the
Communist Party", in: Karl Marx,--Frederick Engels, Col-

lected Works, Vbt. f, Progress Publishers' Moscow, 1976,
p. +93.
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instance of class confrontation for economic
demands as heir opinion,
the task of s was to po-
liticise the This was a
pseudo-revolutionary slogan, put forward
under the pressure of the proletariat's politi-
cal action. ln Wbat Is To Be Done? Lenin
exposes the true aim of this slogan as an at-
tempt to turn Social-Democra"cy into a reform-
ist party, making it an appendage of the
spontaneous working-class movement. "The
demand 'to lend the economic struggle it-
self a political character'," he writes, "most
strikingly expresses subseraience to spontane-
ity in the sphere of political activity. Very of-
ten the economic struggle spontaneously
assumes a political character, that is to say,
without the intervention of the 'revolutionary
bacilli-the intelligentsia', without the inter-
vention of the class-conscious Social-Demo-
crats. The economic struggle of the English
workers, for instance, also assumed a political
character without any intervention on the
part of the socialists. The task of the Social-
Dernocrats, however, is not exhausted by po-
Iitical agitation on an economic basis; their
task is to conaert trade-unionist politics into
Social-Democratic political struggle, to utilise
the sparks of political consciousness which
the economic struggle generates among the
workers, for the purpose of raising the work-
ers to the level of Social-Democratic politi-
cal consciousness." 1

1 V.I. L..in, "What Is To Be Done? ", pp.415-16.
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Lenin proves that the Economist slogan
"to lend the economic struggle itself a politi-
cal character" cloaks a typically opportunist

system that compels the propertyless to
sell themselves to the rich. Social-Democracy
represents. the workin-g class, not .in its rela-
tion to a given group of employers alone, but in
its relation to all classes of modern society and
to th rce."l

In of the
polic , Lenin
form s of the
tactics of revolutionary Social-Democracyl
and its attitude to the daily requirements of
the workers, the economic struggle, reforms,
and terrorism.

The Economists accused the revolutionary
Social-Democrats of neglecting the economic
needs of the working class and their daily
requirements. Present-day bourgeois Sovietol-
ogists repeat and exploit this accusation in

1 rbia., p.4oo.
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their writings. However, Lenin always attached
$eat importance to the economic strugg-
le of the workers and to leading this struggle.
He deemed it essential that the Social-Demo-
crats take part in all spontaneous manifesta-
tions of the working-class struggle, and in all
clashes between workers and capitalists, with-
out forgetting, at the same time, about polit-
ical tasks or limiting them for the sake of this,
but using their leadership to enrich the politi-
cal knowledge and experience of the workers.

By fighting for the daily needs of the work-
ers and backing their demands, revolution-
ary Social-Democracy sought to explain the
inevitable link between unemployment, star-
vation, and other tribulations assailing the

en-

of
acy

never denied the importance of reforms.
Marxists have never opposed every kind of
reforms. "Revolutionary Social-Democracy,"
Lenin repeated, "has always included the
struggle fbr reforms as part df its activities."l

However, while the Economists viewed
reforms as the main purpose of their policies,
and regarded their work to attain this purpose
as fundamental, revolutionary Social-Democ-
racy "subordinates the struggle for reforms,
as the part to the whole, to the revolutionary
struggli for free dom and for socialism".2

1 ruid., p. +os.
2 rb\d., p. +oo.
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Lenin said more than once that no reforms

them to weaken the class struggle, and seeks
to c concessron with
ever of exploitation.
For ic status of the
working class can only be radically improved
through social revolution rather than reforms.
Lenin wrote that "the most essential, the
'decisive' interests of classes can be satisfied

ists regard reforms in capitalist society as a
by-profuct of the class itruggle and one of
t6e'factors in preparing the masses for revolu-
tion.

In his book, Lenin also formulates the atti-
tude of revolutionary Social-Democracy to
terrorism. This was prompted, on^ the one
hand, by the erroneous advocacy of terronst

1 Ibid., pp. 39G91.
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tactics by the so-called Socialist-Revolution-
aries, a Russian petty-bourgeois party and, on
the other, by the support given-to ihese tac-
tics by the Economists.

cratic revolution. They laid claims to the role
of the leaders of the revolutionary movement
in Russia, though in fact they had no support
among the masses.

They believed that terrorism could arouse
the masses, providing a powerful impulse for
action. Lenin proved that the tactics of the
Socialist-Revolutionaries were, in fact, pseu-
do-revolutionary, and represented a sponta-
neous revolt of intellectuals severed from the
mass working-class and democratic move-
ments, and unable to blend their activities with
the class struggle of the proletariat.

Lenin exposed the intrinsic link between
terrorism and Economism, and revealed the
common ideological source of this link, which
was their common "subserztience to spontane-
ity". "The Economists and the terrorists," Le-
nin stressed, "merely bow to different poles
of spontaneity; the Economists bow to the
spontaneity of 'the labour movemellt pure
and simple', while the
spontaneity of the pass
intellectuals, who lack t
nity to connect the revolutionary struggle
and the working-class movement into an
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integral whole."1
It was, therefore, no accident that the

Economists deemed it possible and even
recommended using individual acts of terror-
ism to develop the political consciousness of
the proletariat, warned their organisations

"Let the workers wage their 'economic
struggle against the employers and the
government' ... and let the intellectuals con-
duct the political struggle by their own
efforts-with the aid of 16rror, 

-of 
course! "2

With regard to terrorisrn as a means of
"arousing the working-class movement", Le-
nin says that reality itself is full of outrages
that can give rise to indignation, and that
there is no need to invent any special means
of arousing it. Artificiai stimulants are sought
for when there is no faith in the revolutionary
activity of the masses.

The intrinsic connection between Econom-
ism and terrorism was rooted precisely in
the lack of understanding of the genuine
role of the masses in history and in the under-
estimation of the revolutionary potential of
the working class.

It is common knowledge that some leftist
organisations today are reviving and popular-

1 Itia., p. +rs.
2 t,id.
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ising terrorist tactics, to one degree or anoth-
er. Revolutionary practice has confirmed the
correctness of Lenin's appraisal of these tac-
tics. It is impossible to score any success in
the struggle for the vital interests of the
working people without involving the broad
masses in this struggle, without developing
their consciousness and organisation, and
without pursuing a class policy based on
firm principles.

Political Education of the Working Class
as the Foremost Fighter for Democracy

Lenin explained
working class in t
and in the coming
olution in Russia,
of revolutionary Social-Democracy in educat-
ing the proletariat as the foremost fighter
for democracy.

The role of the proletariat in the demo-
cratic movement was determined by the
new relationship between a bourgeois-dem-
ocratic and a socialist revolution in the
age of imperialism, and the new relationship
between democratic and socialist problems,
the solution of which was a matter of concern
not only to the working class, but to the
bulk of the country's population. A bourgeois-
democratic revolution in Russia was an
indispensable prerequisite for a socialist rev-
olution. The success of the future bourgeois
democratic revolution in Russia and the
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prospects for a socialist revolution depended
on whether the general democratic movement
for the overthrow of tsarism and the establish-
ment of a democratic republic were brought
together into an integral whole with the so-
cifiist struggle of the "working class. This unif-
ication could be effected by the proletariat
alone, which, like no other class, was interest-
ed in it and which had the greatest potential
for translating it into life. As the most exploit-
ed and oppressed class, it was more interest-
ed in gaining the democratic rights and free-
doms in their fullest form than the liberal

bourgeois democratic revolution into a

socialist one. With this aim in view, the
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terrelationships, and the alignment of class
forces. "In order to become a Social-Demo-
ctat," Lenin writes, "the worker must have a
clear picture in his mind of the economic na-
ture and the social and political features of
the landlord and the priest, the high state

each class and each stratum camouflages

orkers would rise to the level of
gle, after which Social-Democ-
be able to conduct political
hrough "political exposures".

1 V.I. L.nin, "What Is To Be Done? ",p.413.
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Lenin criticised the Economists not for

make the proletariat understand its role as
society's vanguard revolutionary class.
The- exposure of factory practices-pertains,
in fact, only to the relatlons between the

1 rbid., p. :at.
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nomic struggle or allow economic exposures
to dominatelheir activities.

oolitical activities.' Th.r, Social-Democratic propaganda should
draw the attention of workers not only to
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people, who is able to react to every mani-
festation of tyranny and oppression, no mat-
ter where it appears, no matter what stratum
or class of the people it affects; who is able to
generalise all these manifestations and pro-
duce a single picture of police violence and
capitalist exploitation; who is able to take ad-
vantage of every event, however small, in or-
der to set forth before all his socialist convic-
tions and his democratic demands, in
order to clarify for all and everyone the
world-historic significance of the
struggle for the emancipation of the
proletariat. " r

All-round political exposures educated not
only the workers, but also the broad masses.
They saw the working class reacting to tyran-
ny and coercion as a powerful social force
capable of leading the working people in the
towns and countryside to eradicate the ex-
ploitative system.

It was not enough, however, for Social-
Democracy to educate the working class
politically in order to ensure that the
proletariat as the foremost fighter for democ-
racy could indeed spearhead all democratic
elements and lead the bourgeois-democratic
revolution. It should try to unite around the
working class all those dissatisfied with the
autocracy and interested in overthrowing it.
With this aim in view, the Social-Democrats
should work among all social classes as theo-
rists, propagandists, and organisers, to conduct

I taid., p.423.
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strata of the people".1
te and emphasise the
ks for all the people,
cialist convictions, and

nks to implement these
tasks. The poorest peasants and small-scale
handicraftsmen constituted a favourable field
for socialist nroDasanda.

The succlss'of uniting the broad masses

around the proletariat and developilg .the
democratic mbvement to engage in revolution-

?ry ;le is ensur.d. pI the lead-
rng Part/, which. is called
upo one inseParable whole
the rnment in the name of
the entire people, the
of the pro
its political
economlc s

the utilisation of all it
with its e xplo.iters
into our camp increastng numbers of the pro-
letariat" .2

1ruia., p. 4zs.
2 rt ia., p.432

IV. A NEW KIND OF PARTY. ORGANISA-
TIONAL PRINCIPLES

A united militant revolutionary party was
necessary for the proletariat to iarry out its
historical mission in the revolution that was
imminent in Russia, and for the success of
the .political objectives of Social-Democracy.
Lenin expressed this need in his famous state-
ment: "Give us an organisation of revolu-
tionaries, and we will- overturn Russia! "1

the nature
of of its orga_
nis IV and V,
"T sts and the
Organisation of the Revolutionaries" and
"The 'Plan' for an All-Russian Political News-

1 V.I. Lenin, "What Is To Be DoneP ", p.467.
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ary Marxist party in Russia, where severe
harrassment was the rule.

quate.

Raising the Organisation's Efficiency

Russian Social-Democrats were usually
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{
q

1

organisation for "Ln economic struggle with
the bosses and government", therefore the
Economists were fundamentally opposed to
having a centralised working-class Marxist

denotes a narrow scope
ork generally, failure to
ood organisation of rev-
be built on the basis

of such narrow activity, and lastly-and this is
the main thing-attempts to justify this nar-
rowness and t5 elevate it to aipecial 'theory',
i.e., subservience to spontaneity on this ques-
tion too".1

Lenin criticised the Economists for failing
to see the essential difference between a So-
cial-Democratic party and trade unions, mu-

1ltia., p. ++s.
2tbia., p. 4t5.
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tual assistance funds, and other mass organisa-
tions of workers. I{e explained that political
struggle is much more extensive and compli-
cated than economic struggle. Therefore, a
revolutionary Social-Democratic party has to
be than an organisation
of economic gains. An
org must be, first, based
on ot only their place of
work; second, be as extensive as possible;and
third, engage in as little conspiratorial activi-
ties as possible. By contrast, a revolutionary
Social-Democratic party must involve mainly
people who engage in revolutionary activities,
and accept members of all occupations, regard-
less of their social status. Such an organisa-
tion cannot be very extensive, and in Russia's
conditions, had to be as conspiratorial as pos-
sible .

The development of a working-class Marx-
ist party in Russia took place in specific
historical, social, econornic, and political
conditions. The fact that the party was ille-
gal
tres
the
ed
conditions in which the party functioned,

periods, when the party functioned legally,
the forms of organisation and the forms and
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methods of everyday activities changed, but
its theoretical, political, and organisational
principles as a new kind of party remained
the same.

Lenin's definition of the party's nature and
organisational principles was a fine example
of dialcctical approach and understanding of
the laws of social development in their
manife station.

Lenin believed a revolutionary pzrty should
be an organisation of revolutionaries having
close ties with the broad masses. He attached
a great deal of importance io creating an
efficient organisation of revolutionaries be-
cause only such an organisation could unite
the scattered Social-Democratic groups and
committees, and ensure stabiliry and consis-
tency in its activities. Because the spontaneous
movement was rapidly growing, it was particu-
larly irnportant to have real experienced lead-
ers in the movement.

The party's nucleus had to be made up of
people devoting their lives to the revolution,
to the welfare of the working class. Such self-
less people, devoted to the working class, had
to have extensive political outlook and
knowledge of theory, be capable of fighting
the police , and know how to conduct conspir-
atorial work in an illegal party. Such people
had to always be among the working class,
know the needs and sentiments of the
masses, and educate and organise them. They
also had to know the intentions and plans
of the ruling classes and their government.
Therefore, they had to be able to make



contacts everywhere, and find out whatever
the ruling classes under no circumstances want-
ed the working peopl r to know about their
activities.

Lenin explained a revolutionary party's
need for a strong and trusted leadership,
"...Without the 'dozen' tried and talented
leaders (and talented people are not born by
the hundreds), professionally trained, schooled
by long expeiienc_e, and working in per-
fect harmony, no class in modern society can
wage a deteimined st rggle."1 It is a long and
coiiplicated process to train such leaders.
Real leaders are trai
course of struggle th
ence, are tested not o
loyalty, but also the
mbvement and teach
A true leader should not only have profound

larselv on the leaders.
Lenin especially stressed the need to train

revolutionaiies among the workers. A worker
who is a talented activist cannot hold down
a factory iob eleven hours a day. The parry
must have-the funds fr r such a person to sup-
port 

. 
himself,. switch 

- 
over to consp.iratorial

activities in time, and move to another area
if necessary. Lenin wrote; "When we have
forces of sfecially trained worker-revolution-

lV. I. Lerin, "What Is To Be Done?", p.461-
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aries who have gone through extensive prep-
aration ... no political police in the world
will then be abie to contend with them, for
these forces, b revo-
lution, will enj ce of
the widest mas

A revolutionary party must not have any
kinds of demagogues to cause members to
mistrust its staunc-h leaders. When the revolu-

could have weakened the movement.
a West German historian,
written' "strict centralised
discipline, limitation of
to a tight-knit nucleus of

1 ruia., p. +zl.
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professional revolutionaries, and total devo-
tion to e extent of giv-
ing up principles tlat
can be k officer corps
for lead ."1 Essentially,
Fetscher asserts that Lenin wanted to create
a conspiratorial party. Actually, Lenin repeat-

utlon-

r{i:1
was the most important organisational prin-
ciple of a Leninist party.

In applying his ideas about the nature of
the party to Russia's conditions, Lenin be-
lieved that an underground revolutionary
party had to consist of a small group of
experienced revolutionaries-a leadership nuc-
leus-and extensive network of local party
organisations and factory party committees,
closely linked with the masses of the working
class and enjoying its support. ln Wbat Is To
Be Done?, Lenin stated: "I assert: (1) that no
revolutionary movement can endure without
a stable organisation of leaders maintaining
continuity; (2) that the broader the popular
mass drawn spontaneously into the struggle,
which forms the basis of the movement and
participates in it, the more urgent the need
for such an organisation, and the more solid
this organisation must be (for it is much easier
for all sorts of demagogues to side-track the

1 Iti.rg Fetscher, Von Marx zur Soujetideologie, Yer-
lag Moritz Diesterweg, Frankfurt am Main, Berlin, Bonn,
r9s7. s.82.
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more backward sections of the masses); (3)
that such an organisation must consist chiefly
of people professionally engaged in revoluti-
onary activity; (4) that in an autocratic state,
the more. we. confin
an organrsatron to
nally engaged in r
who have been professionally trained in the
art of combating the political police, the more
difficult will it be to unearth the organisation,
ancl (5) the greater will be the number of
people from the working class and from the
other social classes who will be able to join
the movement and perform active work in it. "1

As a means of maintaining the party's
ties with the masses of workers, Lenin pro-
posed creating an extensive network of groups
and various organisations, mainly of workers.
'fhese would be trade unions, educational
groups, and groups where illegal literature
could be studied. Some of these groups would
join the part!, others would only be close to
it. Through these organisations and groups,
the party would be closely linked with the
masses of workers. One or several party mem-
bers were supposed to belong to groups that
were not in the party. Their job was to direct
the group, and take responsibiliry for all the
group's acriviries.

Lenin believed that a revolutionary work-
ing-class Marxist party should be organised on
the basis of territory and work place.

The revolutionary nucleus was to providc

1 V.I. Lenin, "What Is To Be Done?", p. 464.
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e continuity of the
Local organisations,
s linked the party

Centralism and Democratism

The new tasks faced in the era of imperial-

tional orinciple .

The'Econbmists accused Lenin of disregard-
ins the party's democratic principles. Like
th"e Ecoi-romists and Mensheviks, modern

do with the Economists'view of it'
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When Social-Democrats were being terribly
harrassed by the police, centralism meant that
local functionaries were to be assigned by the
national leadership, individuals appointed
committee members, and strict secrecy had to
be kept. This did restrict democracy, but it
was the only way the . organisation could be
held together.

At the same time, party members were to
have the freedom to express their opinions
and debate all issues until decisions were
made final. As much as circumstances permit-
ted, the party and its organisations were
democratic and held elections.

After the
the Second C
operated on
tralism, whic
Rules adopted at the RSDLP's Fourth Con-

Plans for Building a Party " The Role of a
Political NewspaPer

Lenin took a concrete historical approach
in his plans for building a revolutionary party
in R.ussia.
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Lenin's plans for creating a Marxist party
were innovative and simple; it was necessary
to first determine the party's ideological plat-

These plans were meant to overcome the
ideological and organisational disunity of the
Russian S ocial-Demo crats.

It was felt that the publication of an all-
Russia underground political newspaper could
and should help implement these plans.

The plans were realistic, because they took
into account the conditions in Russia,, where
no bourqeois-democratic freedoms existed,
and wher"e autocratic tyranny and fierce reac-

out regularly, and is properly circulated.
When f national party did not exist, only a
national newspaper could provide comrnuni-

1 v.I. Lenin, "where to Begin", collected works,
Yol. 5, p. 22.
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cation between towns and committees on the
basis of routine work. The newspaper would

srouDs. Newspaper reporters and distributors
i".r.' to be the'nucleirs of the future party.

1V.I. Lenin, "What Is To Be Done?", pP'514-15.
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Russian Social-Democratic Labour Pefiy,
which became the first congress of the new
party, the Bolshevik Party. The newspaper
was a school in ideology and politics for the
party's revolutionary nucleus. It was able to
put together a cohesive organisation of revo-
Iutionaries who were totally committed to
the cause of the proletariat.

Iskra provided the working class with po-
litical knowledge, put forth consistently rev-
olutionary slogans, and guided the activities
of Social-Democratic organisations. Lenin's
plans expounded in What Is To Be Done?
were put rnto practrce.

V. THE HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF
LENIN'S WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

The historical significance of each outstand-
ing Marxist-Leninist book can be measured
by the extent to which the ideas it puts forth
influenced revolutionaries then and later. In
the final analysis, its significance is gauged by
the results of the activities of the social and
political forces that are guided by these
ideas.

Having boldly put before the revolutionary
Social-Democrats of Russia the question:
what is to be done?, Lenin gave a. compre-
hensive and well-substantiated reply, showing
his understanding of the essence of events
and phenomena of the time, and his belief
in the revolutionary possibilities of the
working class and all labouring masses. Le-
nin's reply was clear and indisputable: defend
Marxism against any attempts to revise or dis-
tort it, develop and apply it as a guide for ac-
tion in the struggle for the basic interests of
the working people, and work persistently
to build a militant united Marxist party of
the working class, the political leader and or
ganiser of the masses in this struggle. This wa
a difficult and important task facing the Rus



sian Social-Democrats. There was no other
yay g classand all work-
lng 9{I a.no-oppresslon.-L kind of revolution-
ary Marxist
cal, and orga
groundwork
This is one
Marxism-Leninism. Lenin's ideas had a tte-
mendous influence on revolutionary Social-
Democrats in Russia, their view of their
party It was stated
it th s thzt Wbat
Is To influence on
Russi as a result, a

working-class Marxist party.
A diitributor of Iskra,I.I. Radchenko, once

logical and theoretical basis for creating a

new kind of party.
The new- paity formed at the Second

I Second Congress of tbe RSDLP' Minutes, Moscow'

19 59, p. 579 (in Russian).

I ()o

his supporters.
The golshevik Party was not created in iso-

lation of the international Social-Democratic
and working-class movement, but as an
integral part of it. By that time, there were
t'wo-distinct trends in the movement: revolu-
tionary and opportunistic. The revolutionary
trend materialised in the creation in Russia

requirements for struggle among the inter-
naiional working class in the era of imperi-
alism.

Naturally, as changes took place in the con-
ditions of 

'struggle 
and the historical condi-

tions in which Communists worked, the Marx-
ist-Leninist party also developed and changed
form. Because of the new objectives, it

and .political platform
maintaining its basic

f party. Lenin summed
up the first ten years of the party's exis-
tence by noting: "This organisation, while
preserving its basic type, has been able to
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adapt its form to the changirrg conditions... ".1
As Communist parties were f"ormed in

other countries, the international nature of
Lenin's theory of the new kind of party be-
came more evident.

Nowadays, individual revolutionaries, in-
cluding Communists, claim Lenin's ideas as
expressed in Wbat 1s To Be Done? can
not be lpplied to the activities and develop-
ment of mass working-class parties. They
believe that, in countries with mature
parliamentary. systems, as well as in devel-
opllg countries, a party is needed that is
radically different from Lenin's Bolshevik
Pafty.

The class nature of the proletariat, how-
ever, does not and cannot change. The same
is true of its historical missibn and the
general of development
of capit which inevitably
creates bjective prerequi-
sites fb iocialism. Since

1 V.I. Lerin, "How Vera Zasulich Demolishes Liquidatio-
nism", Collected Works, Vol. lg, p.4O1.

t02

the nartv develops accordingly.
this iheory consists crf the following basic

Darts:' 
-definition of the historical place and role

of the Dartv a ineiy revolutionary van-
guard 3f the I cliss and all working
people, substa
action of the
all labouring people at
lutionar
transfor class;

-exp al and
theoreii Marx-
ism into the working-class movement;

-the o of the
party's inte' What Is because
in it Lenin gave a co lanation
of the historical role lst Party
in the great movements of our time , the social
and po"litical principles of its organisation and
activities, ,.,d itt ilace in the-system of all
working-class organisations.

Lenii's theory of the pafi!t which experi-
ence has enriched and proved to be correct,
determines the distinguishing features of the
new kind of party.

This party:
-conititrites the assirnilation of Marxism

bv the mass working-class movement; its
a6tivities are based 5n Marxism-Leninism,
rvhich it develops, ensuring the organic. unity
of revolutionary theory and revolutlona-ry
oractice. This iriparts the movement with the
lUitity to make'long-term forecasts and en-
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hance the effectiveness of the creative activi

ment, and is irreconcilable when it comes to
revisionism, opportunism, dogmatisrn, and
any kind of factionalism;

. -consistently. follows the principles of pro-
letarian internationalism.

to4

support to revolutionzry, progressive move-
ments.

The world socialist system has become the
decisive factor in social progress. The social-
ist community countries, under the leader-
ship of workers'parties,
have ac building social-
ism. Th tional liberation
and socialist revolutions, and the construc-
tion of socialist societies shows that Commu-
nist parties have the greatest success in lead-
ing the masses in revolution and in build-

It follows from Lenin's theory of the party
that work among the masses is tlie main spner'e
of its activity. "Whether, when, and under
what circumstances the revolution materialis-
es," writes Lenin, "does not depend on the will
of a particular class; but revolutionary work
carried on among the masses is never wasted.
This is the only kind of activity which prepares
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the masses for the victory of socialism."l
This revolutionary work among the masses

first of all entails promoting the activity of
the masses and their awareness of their
aims, using various forms of struggle which
any popular movement may develop. Move-
m6nti and initiatives spawn a powerful rev-
olutionary torrent, that cannot be stopped
by even the strongest forces of state-rno-
nopoly capitalism.

Leriin devoted particular attention to the
party's work among t h-
enins ties with the k-
ing Elass gained pow at
the increasing scope o-
ciery's revolutionary change and the involve-
ment of ever greater numbers of people in
these efforts make the party's political,
organisational and ideological role ever more
important. Lenin asserted that, "the greater
the scope and extent of historical events, the
gteatff is the number of people participating
in them, and, contrarirvise, the rnore pro-
found the char,ge we wish to.bring about, the
more must we rouse an iflterest and an
intelligent attitude towards it, and convince
more millir.,ns and tens of millions of people
that it is necessary".2

Lenin's book exposed

European Social-Democratic parties and
among Rr.lssian Social-Democrats, laid bare
the opportunism of all those who tried to re-

working-class movement.

omists. This struggle was inseparable from
their practical activities to create a new kind
of party, a ary action.

Since the pportunism
continues _to countries-
opportunism is helpful to state-monopoly
capitalism-the roots of revisionism likewis'e
remain. Therefore, attempts continue to be

dous significance for the struggle against

revisionism in West

I V.l. Lenin, "Reformism in the Russian Social-
Democratic Movement", Coll,ected Works, Yo1. 77,
p. 239.

2 V. I. I-e.in, "The Eighth All-Russia Congress of Soviers.
Report on the Work of the Couocil of People's Commissars,
December 22", Collected Works, Yol. 37, p.498.
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modern revisionism. It not only shows the
need for a consistent and firm approach in

ideological and r Precur-
sors did at the ry. TheY
also maintain t is obso-

1Sm.
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union

strongly rebuffs the iddological opponents of
Marxism-Leninism and their attacks on the

Along with
the Soviet

tively oppose
which belit-
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tle the leadership role of Communist parties

nationalist duty of all Communists.
The significance of Lenin's What Is To Be

Done? ii indicated by its popularity among
revolutionaries and progressive people in gener-
al. The book has been widely rcad around
the world. It has been published in 244 edi-
tions in 60 languages of the Soviet Union and
other countries, the total number of copies
being 13,558,000. The book has been pub-
lished in 37 other countries 199 times in 41
languages.

Lenin's Wbat Is To Be Done? continues to
serve the international Communist, working-
class, and national liberation movements as

a source of revolutionary thought and revolu-
tionary action.
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